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Case Background
An engineering firm experienced a ransomware incident that resulted 
in the threat actor’s theft of sensitive engineering schematics.  The 
client decided not to pay the ransom and was concerned about 
the potential for a retaliatory reinfection. While Endpoint Detection 
and Response (EDR) software was put in place to provide blocking 
protection and enable an investigation, the client wanted to “ring-
fence” systems containing critical data to further protect against 
reinfection and lateral movement across the enterprise.  

Business Challenge
As the client was losing revenue by the hour, MOXFIVE proposed to 
immediately implement a software-based microsegmentation tool 
in order to quickly provide an additional measure of control over 
network activity beyond an EDR tool’s capabilities. Additionally, as 
this was early in the recovery phase, solely relying on EDR resulted 
in additional risk due to potential gaps in visibility and detection.  
MOXFIVE was able to get a ring-fence setup around critical assets 
within a few hours and identified suspicious attempts to access the 
perimeter of that fence. This information was quickly relayed to the 
client and forensic provider and the activity was swiftly terminated.

Conclusion
This scenario illustrates both the value of a defense-in-depth strategy 
and the effectiveness of microsegmentation during incident response 
and recovery efforts.   Using this approach, not only did the recovery 
stay on track while avoiding additional damage, the security of 
the client’s sensitive engineering files was maintained. MOXFIVE’s 
microsegmentation strategy and implementation enabled a rapid, 
secure, and effective recovery.
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• "Crown Jewels" protection
• Virtual isolated environment for recovery
• Legacy OS protection
• Backup isolation
• Application infrastructure isolation
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